
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

ON THE FLY! 
 

If you can ‘Master Golf Basics’, which is very doable, you will sooner than later be able to fix 

you own errors ‘On The Fly’! When you are growing early on in your pursuit of golf, learn to 

create curvature and straight lines before adding precise ‘Quarter Sized Targets’ and keeping 

score in a foursome, from the tips.  

 

Now how stinking cool is that depressurized situation? 

 

The ‘Golf Ball’ spins only three ways … 1) Under or Back Spin (‘2100 to 2500 RPM’ depending 

on the loft selected), 2) Side Spin Right and 3) Side Spin Left … ‘Low & High Energy Side of 

the ‘Target Line’ respectively. 

 

We must get a grip on ‘Ball Curvature’, in both directions, before we even undertake hitting 

targets at the end of our ‘Ball Flight’. Just like our ‘555 Golf Clients’ warm up ‘Putting’ before 

any other single activity. We complete the ‘Down & Back Drill’ to get moving and discover the 

‘Pace Of The Greens’ even before we select a short ‘Putting Target’. We start off by simply 

‘Rolling The Ball’ …nowhere in particular … just releasing the ‘Putter Head Through The Ball’! 

 

When we accomplish this ‘Bullet-Proof Drill’, we then learn the speed of the greens … an 

essential aspect of getting prepared to play! How fast are they! What ‘Stimp’? The practice 

greens are supposed to be exactly like the greens on course. 

 

Then, and only then, we start a full ‘8 Step Putting Pre Shot Routine’ (‘PSR’) which rolls our 

‘Golf Ball’ down a ‘Ball Rolling Line’ to a ‘Target’. Rolling first! Somewhere second! If you 

screw with this ‘Logic’, ‘SHE’ will reach right up and grab your ‘Clubhead’ and play nasty 

tricks on your mind and game! Nasty tricks! 

 

You cannot accomplish ‘Feel and Then Get Mechanics’. You must conquer ‘Mechanics’ and 

translate that learned gift to ‘Feel’. Once we are solid footed in this ‘Straight and Curved’, we 

can visualize a desired ‘Ball Flight’ and make it happen on demand! Fun follows! 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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